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Fig. 1. Geometry,
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Tke expresshe
for the coupLow-Frequency
Limit.
ling impedance of a single step in the low-frequency
limit
were derived
and n;lmerlcal
results
obtained.
In
Fig. 2 the step inductance,
actually
A/(d-b),
1~ plotted 86 function
of the step size,
S-d/b.
Also shown
are results
published
by Keil and Zotter.l
The problem considered
here is comparable to the scattering
of
wave8 by B step in the outer conductor
of a coaxial
Marcuvitz12
quotes
the result
waveauide.
for which
(6.s-l<<l)
A/Cd - 5) - (2n) -:! a(1 t 2 en 26-l)
Good agreement
is found.
On the other hand, the first
order approximation*
h/(d - b) - 6![2n J;l J1CJolf:
sh0w8 012~ a margfnal
agreement.
In Fig. 3 the behavior
of
Frequency Dependence.
the step inductance,
normalized
to its value at zero
is shown.
Below cut-off
of the larger
tube
frequency
compoA is strictly
real,
above cut-off
an imaginary
nent of h corresponding
to beam low into the vacuum
Since the analysis
is based on losschmber
appears.
less structures,
the eneray is dfsrripated
at inffnity.
In practice,
the energy fs dissipated
vithin
about one
attenuation
length from the discontinuity.
Whereae
at the cut-off
frequency
the character
of r? changes
wJDl/d
of the larger
tube, passing through cut-off
ti=J~l/h
cf the smaller
tube produces only minor ripplee.
‘t%e absolute
value of (Al over a wider frequency
range is shown in Fig. 4. A strong
resonance-like
enhancement
can be seen at all frequencies
corresponding
Strictly
speaking,
this is not a resonance
to wJ,/d.
since
the
impedance
ie inductive
above
as well
as below
the peak.
‘I% enhancement is strongest
at cut-off
(n-l)
and its value dependent on the Step size (shown
At very
high frequencies,
as solid
curre in Fi&. 5).
the character
of .k is essentially
imaginary
w>>lol/d,
(i.e.
the coupling
impedance is resistive).
The value
of the “resonant”
peaks decreases
like
/.?; = ILJo~d-lid,
which is depicted
by the dashed
curve in Fig. 5.
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Solution

The Low-Frewcy - -- Limit.
The general solution
for
lossless
double-step
(Fig.
l), valid
at all frt?quencies,
is obtained
by the etxne approach used above.
The results
for the low-frequency
limit
are given in
as a
Fig. 6, where the quantity
ZR/n(d-b)
is plotted
function
of the step size with the cavity
length,
2g/d,
a6 parameter.
As expected,
a long cavity
(Zg>Zd) behaves like two single
eteps,
A comparison
of the results
in Fig. 6 with the approximation8
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shows rers,?nnble
agreewnt
for sufficiently
large step
sizes
(S,l.l)
and short cavities
(Zg<d).
Above the cut-off
frequency
cavitv
B>OVE Cut-off.
-A_.-..
impedance shows
a=jo, b of the beam tube, the coupling
IIIIT+.TOIIF ,>e,:ks cnrresponding
to the cavity
resonances.
?‘he presence 31 the beam tube provides
a natural
danpir,g of the resonlnces;
nevertheless,
the ftrst
resonsnces abow .-ct-off
can show a marked enhancement over
A full
parametric
study is
tt,e low frequency
value.
bcword the scspe of this paper.
The results
shown in
example, where the frePi&. ’ rray SETV~ as typical
q~l~ncy deperderxe
of ,%‘:l(O) is mapped onto a Smith
cbnrt,
The reduction
of the resonant
peaks with fre~I:YI:CV has !>E:I: sts I d rumerically
and, grossa modo,
-9.r
However,
the sampling
was found.
a ~:,lri,ltia?
wit!\ J
a somewhat
of test’s wa: lot large e.ough tq preclude
-1
to be
different
deperdence
(A
to li”i are expected
tt,e limits).
Belcw cut-off
of the beam
Cavitv
‘It Resonance.
t-br.:hecavltv
created
bv the double-step
discontinu:ty will ta,Je one or more sharp resonances.
The
largest
coupling
impedance is presented
by the dominant
The relevant
parameter,
coupling
T!b,,
-11 ke resonance.
2
Fmp~~a:~ce
Z dir:ded
by quality
factor
Q, may ,e derived
frx
t’ie iumogenxs
field
equations,
I .c. with the bean
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actording
to
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L’u*
1,
.
with u = ra
(EzTN)&
e ‘kz dz
Q
Ttle results
a:~ conveniently
presented
by normalizFng
th?r TV tt,e value for a pure TMO10 ravlty
without
bean
t:!bc, for v’iich
1
sinL(jolg/d)
.
Z ib=O\ =__3
9
g/d
7’lo1 J:Cjol)
Th? variation
of Z’Z(b=C) vitil
the beam tube radius
is
shown ir. Fig. 8 for the TMOIO-1Fke resonarxe.
The
cavitv
length g/d = w/j01
corresponds
roughly
to tie
worst c~sr vf scrongesc
coupling.
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